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Assessment of selected essential parameters of the article: 
1. Does the title of the article correspond to its content? corresponds / does not 

correspond
2. Compliance of article format with formal requirements 

(abstract, keywords, length, references).
complies / does not 
comply

3. Keyword selection corresponds / does not 
correspond

4. Does the abstract correspond to the article content? corresponds / does not 
correspond

5. Relevance high / sufficient / 
insufficient 

6. Originality high / sufficient / 
insufficient 

7. Logic and correlation of sections high / sufficient / 
insufficient 

8. Findings and conclusions sufficient / insufficient 
9. Quality of expression (language, style) high / sufficient / 

insufficient 
10. Quantity of language examples or evidentiary support high / sufficient / 

insufficient 
11. Theoretical relevance (if applicable) high / sufficient / 

insufficient 
12. Correspondence of the References to the content corresponds / does not 

correspond

Comments and recommendations of the reviewer: 

An interesting topic, coming from an under-researched context. Somewhat simplistic, especially
in the  findings and conclusion,  but nevertheless of interest for LTS.  Thus recommended for
publication, with minor revisions.

Some notes:

- When claiming that "In Kenya, however, most gender studies focus on women, and little critical
examination has been done to show how men are represented in the media", some references
should be given to those studies.



- Pay attention to wording. "The word “confession” in this article already criminalizes being gay". -
too
strong in this context; 'adds a connotation/note of criminalization' to the concept of being gay, or
something along those lines, is more suitable

- In the section on gay men, a couple more sentences on the Kenyan context, or any research on
the topic from this area, would be interesting.

-  The conclusion should be expanded a little and made more nuanced. The fact that different
kinds of men are represented is completely expected, in any group of magazines; what is more
interesting is how these masculinities are constructed in relation to gender ideologies, to one
another, and the Kenyan context, and what they contribute to research on masculinities in Africa,
or to general gender theory. Also, claiming that "Sometimes they are constructed as wielders of
power in society, irresponsible, feminine and gay, violent and insensitive" is not entirely correct—
for example, in the examples given, they are not constructed as being gay, the topic is men who do
identify  as gay;  these are  not constructions  of  gender,  but the  examples  of  the types  of  men
represented.

- Please format the references, spaces etc.
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